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8 x¦�µ<V��j́P ó̈Ì#Tx§?
1 What time is it now? (1)

Look at the clock faces below, and tell us what time it is in Korean.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.
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2 What time is it now? (2)

Look at the clock faces below, and tell us what time it is. This time usePolite Formal endings.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.
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3 Pure Korean numbers, again

Read aloud the following Pure Korean numbers.
Alternatively, you can do this exercise in pairs: one person reads the following Pure Korean numbers

aloud and the other writes down the numbers. When finished, swap roles.

44 70 1 2 55 66 77 40 50 88 99 19

6 7 46 64 73 82 91 8 9 10 20 30

60 3 4 5 80 90 11 22 33 28 37 12

4 Sino-Korean numbers, again

Do the same as above. But this time you’re practising Sino-Korean numbers.

10 20 30 40 50 15 25 35 45 55 5 100

300 1,000 8,000 6,000 9,000 5,000

10,000 40,000 70,000 200,000 600,000 1,000,000

5 Days of the week

Re-arrange the following days of the week in order. Put Monday first.

<SXx§ó̈À @µ�x§ó̈À �̈x§ó̈À �m®x§ó̈À ó̈Àx§ó̈À |«x§ó̈À È*x§ó̈À
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6 ����x§, ... (1)

This exercise is for practising making negative sentences. Answer the following questions in Korean.
For each question, use the picture cue provided. Number 1 has been done for you as an example.

1.@}�q�<V��x§? 2.<O[�B�x§? 3.¬"�����"Ox§?

n��Co),¹�F�(n�s�R��o).

���¹��n���o).

4.9N½��B�x§? 5.��»ÎÜí½#Tx§? 6.vë�>µ�B�x§?

7. P̧ô ó̈Ì#Tx§? 8.m\õs�{ý»��<Vx§? 9.»Î��<Wx§?

10.ÂÔ�� ó̈Ì#Tx§? 11.5�<Wx§? 12.��>FVÜí½#Tx§?

13.©óÂ<V��x§? 14.�½õÈ*B�x§? 15.£����x§?
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7 ����x§, ... (2)

Answer the following questions as in Number 1. Use Polite Formal endings.

1.;FS©ëT����? 2. ó̈ÐB������? 3.Aµ�����?

n��Co),}��s�R}���C��.

���H,¹���C��.

4.��§óÂ����? 5.B��=V®"�����? 6.������®"�����?

7.vë�>µ�®"�����? 8.Üí½B������? 9.�½õÈ*®"�����?

10. ńP¢ëT����? 11.9N½��®"�����? 12.<O[�®"�����?

13.M������? 14.D������? 15.¡ëT����?
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8 Are you free at 2.00?

This is a pair-work exercise. Using each of the clock faces below, exchange a short conversation
according to the Example.

Example

One person asks a question:

2��<V��j́P ó̈Ì#Tx§?

The other person then gives a negative answer with a reason, for instance:

2��pÙ� q́P×éx§.:GOB�� ó̈Ì#Tx§.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.
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9 When are you free?

This is a class activity to help you practice asking when people are free. Look at the timetable below
and mark with a cross the times in a week when you are usually busy.

The Situation: Your Korean class was disrupted last week and your teacher has asked you to find
time for an extra class. Various students in your class have various commitments – just as you have, and
a time will have to be negotiated. To do this, form a group of four or five and liaise with each other to
find a time when everyone is free.

Here are some useful phrases.

• È*x§ó̈Àx¦�½õ<V��j́P ó̈Ì#Tx§? Have you got time on Tuesday morning?

• È*x§ó̈À<V��j́P2�×#Tx§. I haven’t got any free time on Tuesday.

• 63,Æs¬ª"���x§. Yes, that’s O.K.

• È*x§ó̈Àx¦�µ 2��Æs¬ª"���x§? Is 2.00 pm on Tuesday O.K.?

• ����x§, q́P×éx§. No, it’s no good.

-�� �m®x§ó̈À È*x§ó̈À �̈x§ó̈À @µ�x§ó̈À <SXx§ó̈À
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10 Let’s sing: Arirang

There can be few countries in the world where communal singing is more a feature of life than is the
case with Korea. Singing is an almost obligatory part of informal partying, and the visitor would be
well advised to come prepared to offer a song. Best of all, of course, would be to come with a Korean
song, and without doubt the best-known of these is Arirang. Arirang is a folk song, sung on the
indigenous Korean five-note scale, and like many folk songs it is not always easy to trace it back in
time. It mainly consists of a distinctive chorus with multiple verses which are not always linked in
meaning very noticeably to the chorus. What is certain is that it is the most easily recognisable tune in
Korea, and well worth taking the time to learn.

Chorus – repeat after every verse

����6FV����6FV������x§

����6FVq�5�t«Ù�Á#Tj́P��

1) ��¥ü½!T��q�����pÙ�4NÁvÞ�

§óÂ��s¦søÀ��"X¦ëRÝîÄ ḱP��

2) H×Áç�¾��vø���63H×Áç�¾��Â�x§

��3FVṕP9FS�Öõ��<VH×Áç�¾��Â�x§

3) áZû�Öõ�£ò�²Úõ0
Às¦¥ëaq�

��61��B��²Úõ �̈9NÁs¦¥ëa��

Like many folk songs, the literal meaning of Arirang is not very susceptible to analysis and there is
little or no thematic continuity in the verses. Everyone has their own special understanding of what the
song really means – our understanding is as follows.

The Chorus: The chorus suggests a tone of lament – literally ‘(My love) has gone over the hill.’
Verse 1: (The idea) ‘He’s thrown me over and gone, but he won’t even go ten li before he gets

footsore.’ implying that he will come straight back again.
Verse 2: (The idea) ‘It’s been a season of plenty all through the land.’ – no discernible connection

with Verse 1, but a cheering sentiment in a song that is heavily used as a farming and rice-planting song.
Verse 3: (The idea) ‘There are as many stars in the sky as there are sorrows in my heart.’ – a

somewhat conventional expression of sentimentalised sorrow.

Language Notes:•����6FV: device like ‘tra-la-la’ •q�5�: mountain pass•t«: by way of•Ù�Á#Tj́P��: has gone
over•��: me•¥ü½: object marker•!T��q�: cast aside (and...)•����pÙ�: (one who is) going•4NÁ: my lord/my
love•����pÙ�4NÁvÞ�: my love who is going•vÞ�: topic marker•§óÂ��: distance of tenli (approximately 4km)•
s¦: even•søÀ��"X: unable to go•¦ëRÝîÄ: lameness (‘foot sickness’)• ḱP��: has occurred, happened•H×Áç�¾:
abundant harvest•��: subject marker•vø���63: has come!•Â�x§: has come•��: these•3FVṕP: mountains
and rivers•9FS�Öõ��: 3,000 li•��3FVṕP9FS�Öõ��<V: in these 3,000 li of mountains and rivers– poetic reference to
Korea•áZû�Öõ: azure blue•�£ò�: the sky•²Úõ: in •0
À: stars•s¦: also, too•¥ëaq�: are many (and ...)•��: this
•61: my•��B��²Úõ: in (my) heart• �̈9NÁ: sorrows•¥ëa��: are many
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